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Throughout this note (Q, 5, p) is a complete probability space; [a, b] is 
a compact real interval with the Lebesgue a-algebra Yt,,h,; (X, II.]I ) is a 
separable real Banach space, whose null element is denoted by 8,; A is a 
non-empty set; F is a multifunction from 52 x [a, h] x Xx A into X, with 
non-empty closed values. 
Denote by AC( [a, h], X) the space of all strongly absolutely continuous 
functions from [a, 61 into X which are almost everywhere strongly differen- 
tiable. For every .f~ AC( [a, b], X) put 
llfll AC’([o.h].X) = max Ilf(t)ll + (* Ilf’(~)li & ,E ra.hl (1 
where j” is the strong derivative of jI Of course, AC( [a, h], X) endowed 
with the norm II . II AC,Ir,.bl.X, is complete; moreover, since X is separable, it 
is also separable. 
If IDl(Q, AC([u, h], X)) denotes the space of all (equivalence classes 
of) measurable functions from Q into AC( [a, h], X), for every 
L i E WQ, AC(Ca, bl, XI) put 
It is clear that D is a metric on %4(sZ, AC( [a, b], X)). Moreover, for every 
quence t, 5,) t2, . . . in !IR(Q, AC( [a, h], X)) one has lim, _ .~ D(t;,, 0 = 0 
if and only if lim, _ 1 <,, = ?j in p-measure in Q. 
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Given a measurable function q: Q + X, for fixed 3.~ A, consider the 
problem 
f x(0,1) E F(w, 1, x(0, t), i.) 
NW a) = v(o). 
tpi) 
A function r E !JJI(fJ, AC( [a, b], X)) . 1s said to be a random solution of (P,) 
if for p-almost all o E Q one has 
a.e. in [a, h] and t(o, a) = q(o), 
where [(w, r) = r(o)(r). 
Let r(q, 1) be the set of all random solutions of (P,). The purpose of this 
note is to give the random analogues of two results recently obtained by 
0. Naselli Ricceri and B. Ricceri in [8, 93. In particular, we establish, 
under suitable hypotheses, the lower semicontinuity of the multifunction 
1+ f(q, %) with respect to the metric topology on !I.R(Q, AC([u, b], X)) 
(see Theorem 2.1) and, in another setting, the lipschitzianity of the multi- 
function (q, i) + r(q, i) (see Theorem 2.4). Further, as a simple conse- 
quence of Theorem 2.1, we obtain a result (Theorem 2.3) which improves 
and extends to infinite-dimensional separable Banach spaces Theorem 5.1 
of [lo]. 
As far as we know, this seems to be the first contribution to the study 
of random differential inclusions in this direction. Hence, we cannot 
indicate other previous papers related, in some way, to the subject of the 
present one. 
1. PRELIMINARII~ 
Let Y, Z be two non-empty sets. A multifunction @ from Y into Z 
(briefly, 4~: Y + 2”) is a function from Y into the family of all subsets of Z. 
The graph of @, denoted by gr( @), is the set {(y, z) E Y x Z: z E @J(Y)}. 
A function cp: Y + Z is said to be a selection of @ if q(y) E 0(v) for all 
YE Y. If Y=Z, we put Fix(@)= {YE Y: YE a(y)}. If G&Z, we put 
B--(G) = { y E Y: Q(v) n G # (zl}. If Y, Z are two topological spaces, we say 
that @ is lower semicontinuous if, for every open set G C_ Z, the set #J-(G) 
is open in Y. When Y is first countable and Z is a metric space, @ is lower 
semicontinuous if and only if for every y* E Y, every sequence {v,,} in Y 
converging to y* and every z* E @(y*), there exists a sequence {z,} con- 
verging to z* such that z,, E @(y,) for all n E N (see [3, Proposition 2.11). 
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If ( Y, 6) is a measurable space and Z is a topological space, we say that 
0 is measurable if 0-(G) E E for all open set G c Z. When @ is single- 
valued and Z is a separable metric space, this is equivalent to saying that 
@ is strongly measurable (see, for example, [ 1, p. 611). If (S, 6) is a 
generalized metric space, for every x E S and every pair of non-empty sets 
A, Bc_ S, we put 
S(x, A)= inf 6(.r, z); 6*( A, B) = sup 6(z, B); 
:c .4 .-CA 
6,,(A, B)=max{G*(A, B),6*(B, A)}. 
Moreover, if } is a sequence of non-empty subsets of S, we put 
Li A,,= (X-ES: lim &.K, A,,)=OJ. 
,, - .x ,I - I 
Let ( Y, d), (Z, p) be two metric spaces. A multifunction @: Y -+ 2z, with 
non-empty values, is said to be lipschitzian if there exists a real number 
L 3 0 (Lipschitz constant) such that 
P,,(@(Y,), @(Y2))<L4?~,3 .I,*) 
for all )‘, , y, E Y. If L < 1, we say that @ is a multi-valued contraction. 
If (Q, 8, P) is as in Introduction and (Z, II .[I ;?) is a separable real Banach 
space, we denote by ‘9JI(Q, Z) the set of all (equivalence classes of) 
measurable functions from Q into Z. For every <, { E !JJI(sZ, Z) put 
- 115(m) - C(o)llr 
dz(5, ;)= J, 1 + (((0) - ((w),,z do; 
Of course, d, (resp. aZ) is a metric (resp. a generalized metric) on 
!IJI(Q, Z). Furthermore, for every sequence 5, <, , t2, . . . in !UI(Q, Z), one has 
lim n 4 r d,(<,, 5) =0 if and only if lim, * , 5, = 5 in p-measure in Q (see, 
for instance, [S, pp. 5-61). 
Now, let @ be a multifunction from 52 x Z into Z. A function <: 8 + Z 
is said to be a random fixed point of @ if it is measurable and, for p-almost 
all oea, one has r(o) E @(o, r(o)). Denote by Fix,(@) the set of all 
random fixed points of 0. The following result is a more precise version of 
[ 10, Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 1.1. LPI CD be non-empty closed-valued. Assume that: 
(a, ) the mult$inction CL) -+ @(CD, z) is measurable jbr ever! z E Z; 
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(al) for eoery o E l2 there is a norm (I . I( ,u on Z equivalent to 11. (I z and 
a constant L, E [0, 1[ such that, for every z, , z2 E Z, one has 
PW”(@(W z,), @(w +)I G L*,llz, - z*llw~ 
where p,,, is the metric induced by (I . )I W. 
Then, the set Fix,(@) is non-empty and closed with respect to the topology 
on ‘9Jl(Q, Z) induced by d,. 
Proof: From [ 10, Theorem 3.11 it follows that Fix,( @) is non-empty. 
Let us verify that it is closed. If {r,,} . IS a sequence of elements of Fix,(@) 
converging to r in %R(Q, Z), then there exists a subsequence { &,} such that 
lim ,’ 3c 5,,(o) = r(w), p-a.e. in Q. Thanks to (a,), for every rE IV and 
for p-almost every fixed o E G! one has 
G IIt - L,(~)llw + Pw,,(WW L,(~)h @(w tl(o))) 
<(I +L) 115(~)-~n,(~)ll,. 
Since @ is closed-valued, this implies that QO)E @(o, t;(o)), p-a.e. 
in 52. m 
In the sequel, we will often apply the following proposition, which 
follows at once from [ 11, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.23 and from the classical 
Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski selection theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let ( Y, (E) be a measurable space; (Z, p) a complete 
and separable metric space; @ a measurable multifunction from Y into Z, 
with non-empty closed values; $1 Y + Z a measurable function. 
Then, for every E > 0 there exists a measurable selection cp of @ such that 
for all y E Y. 
We will use also the following result, which is another version of 
[7, Theorem 3.53. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (Q, 5, p) be as in Introduction, (Z, p) a complete and 
separable metric space, and @, al, 02, . . . a sequence of non-empty closed- 
valued multifunctions from Q x Z into Z which are measurable with respect 
to o for every z E Z. Moreover, suppose that: 
(a,) for every OE Q there exist a metric pm equivalent to p and a 
constant k, E [0, I [ such that 
P,,,JWW z,), @(w z,))sk,p,(z,, ~2) 
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and 
.for every z,, z,EZ, nE N; 
(a,) .for eoery oESZ, zeZ one has @(w, =)GLi,,, I @Jo, z). 
Then, for every measurable function cp: Q -+ Z such that cp(o) E 
@(o, q(w)) ,for all w E Q, there exists u sequence { cp,, ) ef measurable 
jiinctions from Q into Z, such thut 
lim cp,,(w) = do) 
,I - II 
,for ecery (0 E Q; 
cp,,(o) E @,(w cp,(o)) for ever) wEf2. ncN. 
2. REXLTS 
From now on, 6 will denote the metric on X induced by 11.11, D the 
metric dAc.,rcl,h, X,, d the metric dldlcl,,, Xj and Z the generalized metric 
a,,.,rO,h,,X,. Ou; first result is the following 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A he a first countable topological space. Assume that: 
(i) the multifunction (co, t) + F(o, I, x, i) is SQ ~~U,,,-measurahle 
.for euery x E X, i E A; 
(ii) .for et:ery WEQ there exists u function k,E L’( [a, b]) such that, 
.for every x,, x2 E X, /I E A and for almost eoery t E [a, b], one has 
~,(F(w 1, xl, j-1, F(w 1, .vz, J.))<kk,,(r)llxr - .r,ll; 
(iii) the multifunction i + F(o, t, x, j.) is lower semicontinuous for 
ecery w E Q, x E X and for almost every t E [a, h]; 
(iv) for every Q E l2 and every convergent sequence {i.,} in A the set 
functions A + jA S(O,, F(w, I, 8,, 2,)) dt are equi-absolutely continuous. 
Then, .for ecery q E !CJl(Q, X) the multifunction i. + f(q, i.) is non-empty 
closed-valued and lower semicontinuous with respect to the topolog~q on 
!JJl(Q, AC( [a, h], X)) induced by D. 
Proof: Fix q E ‘%R(Q, X), I. E A and consider the multifunction Gq,,,: 
Q x L’( [a bl x) -+ ‘J’-‘([a-hl.x) 7 9 defined by putting 
@q.itcfJ7 .f) 
= gEL’([a,b], X): g(r)EF o, f,q(w)+j'f(r)dr,i) a.e. in [a,b]} 
t, 
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for all o E 52, f~ L’( [a, 61, X) (where the integral jLJ(r), dr is taken in the 
sense of Bochner). It is easy to verify that if cp: Q + L’( [a, 61, A’) is a 
random fixed point of Grl.;., then the function r(o, r) = q(o) + 1: q(o)(r) dr 
(o E 52, t E [a, b] ) is a random solution of ( Pj.) and, conversely, if 
r: 52 x [a, b] + X is a random solution of (P;,), then the function 
q(o) =dt(o, .)/dr (0~52) is a random fixed point of @q,j,. Let us prove 
that Oq,i satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Fix o E Q and 
f~L’([a, h], X). By (i) and (ii) it follows that the multifunction 
t + t;(w, 1, q(w) + J:f(r) dr, I.) is measurable (see, for instance, [7, 
Proposition 1.21). Hence, by Proposition 1.1, there exists a measurable 
function g: [a, h] + A’ such that g(r) E F(o, t, q(o) + J:-/(T) ds, ;.) and 
w,f,q(w)+ [‘f(r)m,;. +l 
‘a 
(1) 
for all r E [a, h]. Since for almost every I E [a, h] one has 
6 e,, F(o, 1, q(o) + j’fW ds, i. 
0 
then, thanks to (iv), the real function r + 6(0,, F(o, 1, q(o) + j:f(r) dr, i.)) 
belongs to L’([u, h]); hence, by (I), gE @,,i(~,f). This shows that 
~tl.j.(W, f) # 0. NOW, consider the function Y,,j..I-: Q x L’( [a, b], X) + R 
given by 
for all o E Q, g E L’( [a, h], A’). It is easy to check that for every w  E 52 one 
has 
@q.it”9 f) = {g E L’( La9 6]9 x): y,.j,, /(O, g) = 0). (2) 
We shall prove that Y,,,,/ is well defined, measurable with respect to o, 
and continuous with respect to g. To this end, observe that, by (i), (ii), and 
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[4, Proposition 23, the multifunction (0, 1) + F(o, r, q(o) + j:f(r) dr, 2.) 
is 8 @ Yr,,,-measurable. Therefore, thanks to [ 1 I, Lemma 2.11, for 
every gE L’( [a, h], X) the real function (o, t) + &g(t), F(w, t, q(o) + 
j:f(r) dc j.)) is iPC3~r,.,,- measurable. On the other hand, from (iv) it 
follows that for every o ER the real function I + 6(g(f), F(o, I, q(w) + 
{:f(r) dr, j.)) be1 ongs to L’( [a, b]). This implies that Y,,i,( is well defined 
and, by Fubini’s theorem, measurable with respect to W. Fix ~~52. Since 
for every g,, gz E L’( [a, h], X) one has 
the function Y,,;./ is continuous with respect to g. Hence, the set CD&W, f) 
is closed (see (2)) and the function Y/1,,.,/ is 3 8 ~j,l(Lo.h~..,-measurable 
(where ‘%‘,[a.h,.X, denotes the Bore1 a-algebra of L’( [a. h], A’)). The last 
assertion implies that 
gr(@,.;(.9f‘))= ((0, g)EQ X L’([a, h], X): Yy,,j.,f(w, g)=O) 
below to 3 0 %.~~r,,.61,x,. Therefore, being (Q, 8, p) complete, from [2, 
Theorem 3.51 we obtain that the multifunction CIJ -+ ~s.j.(O,S) is 
measurable. Now, fix L > 1. For every w  E Q consider on L’( [a, b], A’) the 
norm (equivalent to the usual one) 
llfll,, = j’ exp (-L {: k,,,(r) dr) Ilf(r)ll df 
(4 
and denote by p. the metric induced by 1,. JIW. Let us prove that, for every 
fixed o E Q, the multifunction @,.,(w, .) is a multi-valued contraction on 
(L’( [a, h], X), p,) with Lipschitz constant l/L. 
Iff,, j; E L’( [a, 61, X), g E 0&o, f,), and E > 0, by Proposition 1.1 there 
exists a measurable function h: [a, 6] +A’ such that h(t)~F(w, t, q(o)+ 
f:fAr) dr, 1.1 and 
o, & tl~w)+ [‘fz(r)d?, i +E 
*u 
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for all t E [a, 61. Then, hi L’([a, b], X) and, thanks to (ii), one has 
dt+c(h-u) 
= -i I,“[fexp( -LJ~k,(r)dr)] 
(J ’ Ilf,(~) -fd~)ll dr > dl+ 4b --(I) 
<; J::xp( J; ) -L k,,(~)dT IV,(~)-.fAr)ll dr+E(b--a) 
=; llfi-fill,+d~-~). 
Of course, this implies that p,,(g, @,Jw, fi)) < (l/L)[IJ, -fill,,,. Hence, 
P,*(@q.J.tw* fl), @q.i.tw9 fill G i IISI -fills 
and, interchanging the roles off, and I;, 
So, our claim is proved. At this point we are able to apply Theorem 1.1; by 
that result, for every 1 E n the set Fix,(@,. jJ is non-empty and closed in 
the topology on %JI(s2, L’( [a, 61, X)) induced by d. Next, we show that 
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the multifunction % + Fix,(@,,,) is lower semicontinuous. Fix o E Q, 
J‘E L’( [a, h], X), I.* E A, f* E @,,.(o, f) and a sequence {j.,,} in A con- 
verging to R*. For all n E N, t E [a, 61 put 
By [ 11, Lemma 2.11 each r,, is measurable. Moreover, thanks to (iii), one 
has lim, _ ,T~ z,(f) = 0 a.e. in [a, h]. Since for almost every t E [a, h] one has 
r,,(f) <N/‘*(f), F(w, I, O,y, j.,,)) 
+ 6,, Fb, 1, o,, i,,). F w, & do) + [‘.fW dr, i., 
- ‘1 
d Ilf*(f)!l +&ox, F(o, f, Ox, 4,)) + k,,,(f) 1 q(o)+ [‘f(r) dr , I ’ ,, II 
then, taking into account (iv), we obtain that the set functions 
A + jA r,(f) dt are equi-absolutely continuous. Hence, lim, _ r r,(r) = 0 
in L’( [a, h]). By Proposition 1.1, for every n E N there is a measurable 
function f,,: [a, h] -+X such that &(f)E F(o, f, q(o) +J:f(r) dq J,,) and 
IIf, -.f*(f)ll <a,(t) + l/n for every f  E [a, 61. So, fnc @7.ifl(w, f) for all 
UE N and {In} converges to f* in L’( [a, h], X). This implies that 
@q.i.*tW9 f) G Li, _ z @,,;..(w, f); therefore, by Theorem 1.2, for every 
cp~Fix,(@,,,*) there exists a sequence {q,} in !LJI(Q, L’( [u, b], A’)) such 
that (P” E Fix,(@,,n) for all 0 E N and lim, + x IIq,(w) - cp(o)ll ,.I,fu,hI x, = 0 
for every o E Q. Being p(Q) < + x, we obtain that lim, _ x d(cp,, 4) = 0. 
Thus, the multifunction A + Fix,(@,,,) is lower semicontinuous with 
respect to the topology on !UI(Q, L’( [a, 61, A’)) induced by d, as desired. 
Now, consider the operator T: !UI(Q; L’( [a, h], A’)) + W(Q, AC( [a, h], 
X)) defined by putting 
T(cp)(oNf) =I’ cp(w)(r) dr ll 
for all cp E %R(Q, L’( [a, h], X)), o ER, tE [a, h]. Observe that T is a one- 
to-one continuous linear operator which maps closed sets onto closed sets. 
Moreover, for every q E !JJI(S, A’), i. E A one has 
f(q, j.)=q + T(Fix,(@,.j.)). (3) 
Then, the set r(q, A) is non-empty and closed and the multifunction 
i. -+ T(q, 1.) is lower semicontinuous with respect to the topology on 
‘SJI(Q, AC( [a, h], A’)) induced by D. This completes the proof. 1 
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When the multifunction F does not depend on r, Theorem 2.1 assumes 
the following form. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that F does not depend on t. Moreover, assume 
that: 
(i) the multifunction w + F(w, x, I.) is measurable for every x E X, 
i.Eft; 
(ii) for every w E Q there exists a constant k, > 0 such that, for every 
x,, X~E X, AE A, one has 
h,(F(w, xl, j-1, F(w, x2, i)) 6 kwllx, -x,11; 
(iii) for every w E 52, x E X the multifunction i. + F(w, x, i) is lower 
semicontinuous. 
Then, for every q E %l(Q, X) the multifunction i. --t f(q, 1) is non-empty 
closed-valued and lower semicontinuous with respect to the topology on 
!JJl(Q, AC( [a, h], X)) induced by D. 
Proof To prove our assertion it suffices to verify that (iv) of 
Theorem 2.1 holds. Fix o E s2 and observe that, thanks to [ 12, Theorem 1.11 
and (iii), the real function i. + S(0,, F(w, 8,, i.)) is upper semicontinuous. 
Therefore, if {in} is a sequence in A converging to R* E A, one has 
lim sup 6(0,, F(w, 61,, j.,,))<S(e,, F(w, 0,, i.*)). 
n-m 
This shows that the set functions A *m(A) 6(0,, F(w, 8,, i,)) are equi- 
absolutely continuous (as usual, m(A) denotes the Lebesgue measure 
of A). 1 
When the multifunction F does not depend on i., Theorem 2.1 assumes 
the following form, which improves and extends to infinite-dimensional 
separable Banach spaces Theorem 5.1 of [lo]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that F does not depend on i. and assume that; 
(i) the multljiinction (w, I) + F(w, t, x) is 8 Q Y~,~hl-measurahle for 
every x E X, 
(ii) for every WEQ there exists a function k,E L’([a, h]) such that, 
for every x, , x2 E X and almost every t E [a, h], one has 
(iii) for every w E Q the realjirnction t + S(e,, F(w, t, 0,)) belongs to 
L’(Ca, bl). 
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Then, for every n E %JI(Q, X) the set of ull random solutions qf rhe problem 
is non-empty and closed in the topology of !JII(Q, AC( [a. h], X)) induced 
by D. 
The other result of this note is the following 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F satisfy assumption (i) of Theorem 2.1. Further, 
assume that: 
(ii) there exisrs u function k E L’( [a, h]) such that, $or every 
x, , x2 E X, L E A and for p-almost ecery 01 E 52, one has 
6,(F(w, t, ?I,, i), F(w, f, x2, i.))6k(t)]Ix, -xzll a.e. in [a, h]; 
(iii) ,fur every 1 E A and for u-almost every, o E R the reul function 
t + S(8,, F(w, I, O,u, A)) belongs to L’( [a, h]). 
Then, there exists a constant c, depending on!): on b-a and IlkllL,,l,,,h,b 
such that, for every n,, nz E !JJI(sZ, X), i, , L, E A one has 
Proof Keep the same notations introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
and consider on L’([a, h], X) the norm (equivalent to the usual one) 
Ilf llo= j-” exp (-L [’ k(r) d?) Il.f(r)ll dt ” ‘0 
(where L > 1). For every ‘1 E !JJI(Q. X), i E A, cp E YJI(Q, L’( [a. 61, X)) we 
Put 
dq.;,(cp)= {I//E‘WQ, L’([a, h], X)): $(w)~@,,,(~,cp(o)), u --a.e. in Q}. 
Since for every 1; ,,fi E L’( [a. h], X) and for p-almost every w  EQ one has 
(4) 
p. being the metric induced by II .llO, then, thanks to [7, Proposition 1.23 
and proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain that the multifunction CO+ O,,J w, cp( CO)) 
is measurable and non-empty closed-valued. Therefore, from Kuratowski 
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and Ryll-Nardzewski selection theorem it follows that dq,i(cp) # 0. If 
cp, I//EWQ, L’(Ca, bl, W), we put adcp, II/)=ess ~~p,,,llcp~o~-~~~)ll,. 
Observe that d,,;,(p) is closed in the topology on !DI(Q, L’( [a, 61, X)) 
induced by go. Indeed, if $ E ‘$JI(s2, L’( [a, b J, X)), ($,,} c &Jcp) and 
lim, + cc ao(4,, 4 I= 0, then lim, + r Il$,(o) - 4(o)ll L~(crr.hl,X) = 0, p--a.e. in 
Q. Since as,,. is closed-valued, $I E c,,, . Now, let us prove that dq,> is a 
multi-valued contraction on (%JI(Q, L’( [a, b], A!)), ao) with Lipschitz 
constant l/L. Fix q, tj E m(f2, L’( [a, h], X)), a E &,Jcp) and E > 0. Thanks 
to Proposition 1.1, there exists a measurable function j?: Q + L’( [a, h]. A’) 
such that b(o) E @J,,~(o, CL(o)) and 
lb(o) - P(o)llo d p,(a(w), @,.,(o, 1/1(~~))) + t: (5) 
for all o ~52. On other hand, by (4) for p-almost every 0~52 one has 
PO,,(@~.~(W CP(O)), @q.R(W> 4(0))) G (l/L)lldo) - Il/(~)llo. Hence, by (5), 
we obtain 
m4&P)~ 4Q.(4)+o(~~ 4) 
and, interchanging the roles of cp and 1+9, 
So, our claim is proved. Now, fix qI, qz E %JI(f2, A’), I., , I.2 E A and suppose, 
as we allow, that 
a.~(tll,tlz)=esssupll~,(w)-rl,(o)ll < +m; 
WE n
SUP b,(F(w 1, x, I.,), F(w, t, x, I.,)) < + 0~. 
(W.I.X)EOX[U,b]XX 
Taking into account that for every q E ‘%JI(Q, A’), 1 E n one has Fix, ( as. ;,) = 
Fix(&,,, j,), from [6, Lemma l] we obtain that 
ao,(Fix,(@,,.i,), FiXr(@qz.Lz)) 
= ~o,,(Fix(~‘g,.,,)v Fix(d,,.;,)) 
L 
<- SUP 
L- 1 *Ew(n.L’([o.hl*XJ) 
~o”(~q,,i.,w’ 4&4H. (6) 
If $E!JR(G?, L’([a,b],X)), ~EQ, p--a.e., SE@,,.~,(UA$(W)) and E>O, 
again by Proposition 1.1, there exists a measurable function g: [a, h] + A’ 
such that g(t) E F(o, f, q,(w) + j: J/(w)(r) dr, i.,) and 
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for all t E [a, h]. Since for almost every t E [a, h] one has 
then, by (7), ge @q2,i2(~, $(w)) and 
IF AoQ ll~ll,I,,,,,,llrl,~~~-tlz~~~ll 
+ (h -a) sup 6,,(F(o, 1, x, i.,), 00, 1, x, &)) 
, <I,. 1. \ I E f2 K [<I. h 1 x A’ 
+ c(h - a). 
Consequently, 
G IlkllI.l,~,.h,,lill~(~) - VAw)ll 
+(b-U) sup d,(F(o, 1, I, j.,), F(o, 1, x, &)) 
(w.r,r)ERx[o,h]xX 
for p-almost all Q E Q. This implies, by means of the usual reasoning, that 
%,(4&ll/)~ 412.i*w) 
d Ilkll,.1,r”.h,,ax(tl,, ttz) 
+ (h-u) sup 6,,(F(o, 1, x, i,). F(o, t, x, &)). (8) 
(w.~.r)~Ux[u.h]xX 
Now, observe that for every cp, 1(/ E %X(Q, L’( [a, h], X)) one has 
JJT(cph ~(l(/))b2exp(lllkll,l,,,.,,,)a,(cp, $1. 
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Then, taking into account (3), (6), (8), we obtain 
~,(mT,, J-11, f(rt2, j.2)) 
=zfi(rll + Wk(@,,.i,)), q2 + Wix,(@,&)) 
Gax(tl~, tl2)+c,(T(Fix,(~,,,;.,)), UFix,(@,,,,,))) 
2L 
Qd!lJ2)+L- 1 -~~~~~ll~ll,~~~,.~,,~Cll~llr.~c~u.~3,~,~~~t 4d 
+(b-a) sup 6,(F(w t, -5 j.,), F(o, l, x, ,->))I (m,r,x)EPx [l&b] xx 
,< l+- 
[ 
;f’, (llkll LI~~u.~,,+h-a)exp(LllkllL1(Co.6,)) I 
b,h t/J 




for all ql, q2c(m(Q, X) and all i,,, i2c A. This completes the proof. 1 
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